Contribution of Sp1 to initiation of transcription of angiotensinogen.
Several genetic polymorphisms have been identified in the proximal promoter of angiotensinogen ( AGT). Gene titration experiments in transgenic animals have demonstrated that small increases in the basal expression of AGT can lead to elevated blood pressure. The direct proof that promoter variants of AGT can lead to elevated blood pressure will ultimately require the development of specific animal models. Before such work can be contemplated, however, a formal understanding of the mechanisms controlling transcriptional activation of AGT needs to be developed. Analysis of DNA-protein interactions in vitro and transactivation experiments in cultured cells reveal the critical role of an Sp1 binding site immediately upstream of the TATA box of AGT in both mouse and human. Both sites are required for transcription initiation in the mouse. By contrast, a minimal human AGT promoter can initiate transcription in the absence of either this Sp1 site or the TATA box, albeit at a lower level. Further analysis and consideration of these interspecific differences will be essential for the development of meaningful animal models to probe the mechanism by which AGT may predispose to human essential hypertension.